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Capsule Monsters is set between the Grand Championship and Dawn of the Duel story-arcs of the Yu-Gi-Oh!
series, Capsule Monsters involves Yugi, Joey (Jonouchi), TÃƒÂ©a (Anzu), Tristan (Honda), and Yugiâ€™s
grandfather Solomon (Sugoroku) being pulled into a world where Duel Monsters are real.
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se voce gosto da um like se inscreve no canal clica no sininho para receber as notificaÃ§oes e compartilha
pq isso meu ajuda muito beleza valeu if you like the video please give a like subscrible ...
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Watch Yu-Gi-Oh! Capsule Monsters full episodes online English Sub Synopsis: Capsule Monsters involves
Yugi, Joey (Jonouchi), TÃ©a (Anzu), Tristan (Honda), and Yugiâ€™s grandfather Solomon (Sugoroku) being
pulled into a world where Duel Monsters are real. They find monster capsules that they can use to summon
monsters. It is similar to the Virtual RPG arc in many [â€¦]
Yu-Gi-Oh! Capsule Monsters (Sub) Watch Anime Online Free
Yu-Gi-Oh! Capsule Monsters is a twelve-episode spin-off miniseries commissioned, produced and edited by
4Kids Entertainment, which aired in North America between September 9, 2006 and November 25, 2006. It is
set before the end of Yu-Gi-Oh!
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"Yu-Gi-Oh! Duel Monsters", conhecido no ocidente apenas como "Yu-Gi-Oh!" foi o segundo tÃ-tulo da
franquia no oriente e o primeiro no ocidente. A exibiÃ§Ã£o original do anime ocorreu entre 2000 e 2004,
contando com um total de 224 episÃ³dios.
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